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WELCOME participants to Ignite.

DO: Introduce yourself briefly if there are new participants.

DEFINE the goal of Spark - for agents to get their first appointment within two weeks and to 
set them up for signing their first contract in 30 days. This is how they begin to achieve the 
life they imagine in real estate.

SAY: Today, we will focus on how to cultivate your leads into buyer opportunities.
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SAY: Here’s the secret to being a successful real estate agent: there is no secret. Success 
leaves clues, so we know exactly what successful agents do every day.

Every day, agents do two types of activities: they grow their business and run their 
business. 

EXPLAIN each activity on the slide and, if not obvious, why it’s important to their business. 

SAY: The goal of our time here is model what successful agents do every day and show 
you how to do it. 
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What Successful Agents Do Every Day

Grow Business Run Business

1. Lead generate for buyers and 
sellers

2. Make seller listing presentations 
and get listings

3. Make buyer presentations and 
get listings

4. Preview real estate

1. Market seller listings
2. Show buyers houses
3. Negotiate contracts
4. Transaction management to 

closing
5. Vendor management
6. Set goals
7. Compliance / risk management
8. Attend training and get coaching
9. Manage money



SAY: Today, these are the skills we’re going to focus on. 

Lead generate for buyers and sellers

EXPLAIN that understanding the importance their database and how to take advantage of 
their sphere of influence of allows for them to launch into all the other Grow and Run 
Business topics. 
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What We’ll Focus on Today

Grow Business Run Business

1. Lead generate for buyers and 
sellers

2. Make seller listing presentations 
and get listings

3. Make buyer presentations and 
get listings

4. Preview real estate

1. Market seller listings
2. Show buyers houses
3. Negotiate contracts
4. Transaction management to 

closing
5. Vendor management
6. Set goals
7. Compliance / risk management
8. Attend training and get coaching
9. Manage money



OVERVIEW the agenda for the day.

Find and Win the Buyer- one-hour session. Includes:

• Find the Buyer

• Cultivate Buyer Leads

• Qualify Buyer Leads

• Sign the Buyer Agreement
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Buyer Leads



SAY: Before we can begin to learn how to handle leads that may want to buy real estate, 
we need to find our buyers. Remember, how you find your buyer will be related to what your 
business looks like. Do what works well for you and/or your team.

(Example: As a solo agent, they will most likely be handling all their own leads, a great 
place to start this is with open houses. Whereas an agent on a team should work with the 
team’s system for lead generation, for example by following up with internet leads.)

REVIEW: The 2019 NAR Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers states that:

89% of buyers purchased their home through a real estate agent. 

SAY: That’s good news for you!!

41% of buyers found their agent through a referral from friends or family. 

75% of buyers interviewed only one real estate agent during their home search.

51% of buyers visited an open house as a way to search for homes.

ASK: Taking these statistics into consideration, where do you think you want to begin 
looking for buyers?

INSTRUCT participants to write down their answers on page 3 of the Participant Guide

ASK: What can you add to your success list based on this information?

DO: Share a relevant experience or story of how you find buyers, or share a story of how 
you found buyers when you began selling real estate.
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Find Buyers
 89% of buyers purchased their home through a real 

estate agent. 

 41% of buyers found their agent through a referral from 
friends or family. 

 75% of buyers interviewed only one real estate agent 
during their home search.

 51% of buyers visited an open house as a way to 
search for homes.

*2019 NAR Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers



SAY: Don’t forget to follow up with every buyer lead you speak with. Take a moment to send 
them a note of appreciation for their time, a written note goes a long way! 

REMIND: Participants’ number one job is lead generation.
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SAY: Once we’ve had a conversation with a potential lead, we need to cultivate that lead. 
This is where Command really shines. Let’s take a look at our Lead Generation Model to 
see where Cultivation falls in the process.
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EXPLAIN: You’ve found a lead, and now you need to cultivate or nurture them. Cultivating 
the lead means you place them on an interactive and action-based touch program.

Examples of these programs are found in SmartPlans in Command. If you’ve just begun 
having conversations with a new contact that you’ve added to your database, you can add 
them to the Long Term Nurture SmartPlan. If they express interest in a specific 
neighborhood, you can add them to a Neighborhood Nurture SmartPlan.

EMPHASIZE: Everyone you have a conversation with can be added to a SmartPlan, just 
listen for their needs and find a SmartPlan that is appropriate for where they are in the 
process.

SAY: This triggers a series of events that will get you into a relationship with the contact and 
help cultivate an appointment. The tasks range from text messages to phone calls and 
emails.
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Cultivate 
Buyer Leads



DEMONSTRATE: Demonstrate how to go into Command, go to Contacts, and click on the 
SmartPlan link on the left side of the page. Show participants features of smart plans.

Have participants go to their own contact record in Command.

• Click on the SmartPlan link on the right.

• Click Add to SmartPlans button.

• Show the different plans available under the SmartPlan Library option.

• Select the Long-Term Nurture SmartPlan and click the Select button.

• Explain the touches in the plan and click the Confirm button.

• If anything is missing from the contact record, preventing the SmartPlan from being 
applied, participants will receive a notification in the Add to SmartPlan window.

ASK: What questions do you have about using SmartPlans?

ACTIVITY: Add yourself to a SmartPlan.

EXPLAIN: You can find help articles by clicking on the question mark at the top of the page.

ASK: 

• What are your AHAs about SmartPlans? 

• What are the benefits of adding contacts to SmartPlans? 

• How does this help cultivate leads?
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explore SmartPlans



SAY leads may be at different places in our waves model of readiness and ability to buy a 
new home. In this next section we will go over how to qualify buyer leads and distinguish A, 
B, and C leads
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SAY After your conversation with the buyer around the Buyer Lead Sheet, you can use 
these three simple categories to classify your buyers:

• A Buyers: They are able, ready, and willing to purchase. They will be under contract in a 
matter of weeks.

• B Buyers: They are ready and willing, but not able right now. Something must happen 
first: get their existing home under contract, wait for their lease to expire, or get cash 
from their tax refund, etc.

• C Buyers: They have no immediate need. They may have a very exacting situation. For 
example, if they can sell their property for a specific price or get a house on a street they 
have always loved.

ASK: What else can you do in each stage to ensure they are nurturing their leads?

• Some examples:

• Put the lead on a SmartPlan in Command

• Create a Neighborhood Landing Page for the lead
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Qualify Buyer Leads

Able, ready, 
and willing to 
purchase.

Able and 
ready, but not 
right now.

Not ready.A CB



EXPLAIN: Use the Buyer Lead Sheet in your Toolkit to guide you through the buyer 
qualification. The Buyer Lead Sheet will help you uncover if the buyer is able, ready, and 
willing to purchase a home. It will also help you establish control of the conversation when a 
buyer calls by asking questions about: 

• Price 

• Motivation 

• Location 

• Wants and Needs 

• Timeline 

• Finances 

• Availability

EXPLAIN: The importance of using this tool to avoid wasting time with leads that aren’t 
ready to buy. Leads that aren’t ready should be qualified accordingly and put on an action-
based follow-up plan. Just because they’re not ready to buy now, doesn’t mean they’re a 
dead lead.

DO: Give participants an example of how you’ve used this tool, or a similar questionnaire in 
your business. Where, when, and how did you use this tool? How did it aid in your 
business?

ROLE-MODEL: Role model the call/appointment with a participant.
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Buyer Lead 
Sheet

Download the Buyer Lead Sheet from 
your electronic toolkit.



TIME: 10 minutes.

ROLE MODEL qualifying a buyer for participants.

ROLE PLAY with a participant the process of asking qualifying questions of a buyer.

SAY: Now that we’ve shown you how to qualify your buyer leads, let’s practice with a 
partner.

REAL PLAY Have participants get into groups of 2 or 3. Using the exercise in their 
Participant Guide (pg 5) and using the Buyer Lead Sheet, have them role-play with each 
other to determine whether their roleplay partner is an A, B, or C buyer. 

ASK: 

• How did the qualifying questions help determine your buyer lead’s motivation?

• What other questions can we use to qualify a lead?

• What aha’s did you have from this exercise?

• Will you add anything to your success list based on this exercise? If so, add it now to 
your success list for today.
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Role-Play: 
Qualify 

Your 
Buyers 

10 minutes



TRANSITION: Now we’ll wrap up today’s module by learning about the buyer agency 
agreement, the contract you’ll sign with your buyer to ensure they’re your client.
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EXPLAIN: Finding the motivated is the first step in turning a warm lead into a closed client. 
By completing the Buyer Lead Sheet and rating your buyers A, B, or C buyers, you should 
be able to determine when you can ask for their business.

• Ask for the business: When will you be ready to buy?

• Ask for the appointment: Will tomorrow at 3:00 or Friday at 1:00 work for you to discuss 
buying a home?

• Assess the lead’s financing needs. “Have you spoken with a lender or prequalified to 
purchase online?”

• NOTE: Emphasize to participants the importance of Fair Housing rules. If they 
ask one buyer if they are pre-qualified, they must ask every buyer if they are pre-
qualified.

EXPLAIN: The importance of the Buyer Representation Agreement. (example: without an 
agreement, the buyer isn’t necessarily your client, they can buy a home through another 
agent) 

REMIND Listings are the second L in the Three L’s of the MREA, this is where your 
business will have its maximum-earning opportunity. Having the Buyer sign the Buyer 
Agreement is your first step towards gaining more control over your time and money. 

SHARE: Tips for getting buyers to the table to sign the agreement.

SAY: NAR’s 2019 Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers states that 20% of all buyers pre-
qualified for a mortgage online, and only 11% found their mortgage lender online. This 
means that you can be a great resource by suggesting a few great lenders in your area. 

**EXPLAIN The ZeroPlus loan through Keller Mortgage is part of your unique value 
proposition as a KW agent.** (Note: Keller Mortgage is not available in NY or Canada)

DO: Give an example of tools, items, or pieces of information participants should have 
ready at this stage of the cultivate process. (e.g.: information about Keller Mortgage, a list of 
lenders, buyer facts sheets, etc.)
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Does tomorrow at 
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purchase a home 
by a lender?



clients.

ASK: How can you determine a set of lenders you would be willing to recommend to your clients? 

SUGGEST participant write their ideas on page 6 of the Participant Guide

ASK: Is anyone in the room currently ready to work with a buyer? (If so, you may want to 
schedule time with that participant to review the buyer representation agreement(s) they’ll need to 
have signed with their client.
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SAY: NAR’s 2019 Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers shows us that 90% of buyers would 
use their agent again or recommend their agent to others.

ASK: How important do you think the cyclical nature of the lead generation model is when 
you take this important statistic into consideration?

ASK: Does this give you any clues as to what you can do once you complete a transaction 
with a client? (put them on a nurture SmartPlan to keep in touch, they’ll come back!)
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TIME: 10 minutes

SAY: The goal of our time together is to help you think, feel, act, and use what you’ve 
learned to ignite your passion and help you achieve your Big Why.

REFER participants to the Aha’s to Achievement activity in the Participant Guide.

INSTRUCT participants to write down their aha’s for each of the categories.

ALLOW 5 minutes.

DO: Ask volunteers to share their responses with the group.

ACKNOWLEDGE common themes.

SAY: Taking the time to reflect on what you’ve learned is important in building your 
confidence and celebrating your growth—we’ll do this activity during each learning module 
so that you can keep track of your learning journey!
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Aha’s to Achievement
Recap

How will your 
behaviors be 
different going 
forward? What 
actions will 
you take going 
forward?

What do you 
feel differently 
about? What 
was 
meaningful to 
you today?

What tools, 
models, or 
systems will you 
definitely use? 
How will they 
make you 
accountable? 

How has your 
thinking
changed? 
What ideas or 
mindsets were 
new?



EXPLAIN that the overall goal of Spark is for participants to get their first appointment. The 
tasks (on the slide) are the activities they need to be taking to help them reach the goal of 
their first appointment.

EXPLAIN that they can use reports in Command to track their database health. Their goal 
with their database health should be to keep their overall score at least 50% or greater.
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10 Contacts Added

10 Conversations a Day

10 Handwritten Notes

10 Home Previews per Week

Spark: Goals to Set Your Career on Fire



EXPLAIN that one of the Daily Success Habits is memorizing and internalizing scripts. 

EXPLAIN that learning scripts is important because:

• Practicing and internalizing scripts allows your business to grow.

• Just as actors need to practice scripts consistently in order to be credible to an audience, 
agents need to do the same to be credible to their clients.

• With scripts, you control the conversation by using purposeful language that helps you 
get to the end point: a closed transaction. 

• They help you communicate your value. Once you have internalized scripts you can add 
your value proposition which will help lead generation efforts and lead to closed deals. 

• Scripts help you uncover motivations (buyer/seller) and identify any objections so you 
can handle them upfront

• Allow you to have a rehearsed response that delivers a powerful message in a way that 
the consumer will best understand

• Allows you to ask questions in a way that they will be able to quickly share the 
information you need to better serve them

• Help an agent gain confidence 

ASK participants if they have any questions before moving on. 
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Why is it important to 
learn, internalize and 
personalize scripts?

• Lead generate

• Uncover motivations

• Identify objections

• Close deals

• Speak in terms the customer understands

• Build confidence 



TIME: 30 minutes

CHOOSE a relevant script from the Spark Script Book to focus on today. 

EXPLAIN that after hearing an example, participants will then have time to role play the 
chosen script with partners.

ROLE MODEL the chosen script with a volunteer. 

EXPLAIN the steps (below) that participants will follow for Role Play practice:

1. Participants will spend five minutes reading the script aloud to themselves.

2. Participants will pair up with a partner and take turns reciting the script until they can 
work without a prompt. This should take about five minutes.

3. Participants can video record each other practicing scripts to watch and learn from 
later (optional).

4. Repeat steps (using the same partner) with other selected scripts until 30 minutes is 
up.
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REVIEW the Rules and Exceptions regarding the Do Not Call Registry located in the 
beginning of the Ignite Script Book:

• Subscribe to the Registry

• The registry is hosted on a dedicated website. Your Market Center should 
subscribe to the Registry and provide you with log in credentials. Note that it is a 
violation of federal law to make ANY telemarketing calls without access to the 
Registry.

• Check Before You Call

• Before making a call, check to see if the consumer is on the Registry. If the 
consumer is on the Registry, do not call!

• Update Your Call List Regularly

• Delete all numbers in the Registry from your list – at least every 31 days.

• Honor Consumers' Requests

• Never call a consumer if the consumer requests to be placed on your personal 
(or your Market Center’s) do not call list. All consumer do not call requests must 
be placed on a list and honored permanently, unless the consumer subsequently 
consents to be called.

• Know the State and Federal laws

• Know that in addition to federal laws, many states also have laws governing 
telemarketing. Make sure you are familiar and compliant with your state’s laws.

EXPLAIN that participants should only be calling their sphere of influence or referrals that 
they have permission to have a conversation with.
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TIME: 1 hour

EXPLAIN that real-play activities done through Ignite that are done in the classroom are money-
making activities done with the support and guidance of you (the trainer) and the other participants.

REVIEW the steps of the activity.

• Say the affirming message out loud. “I always come from contribution. People will welcome my 
call.”

• Call contacts from your database (people you know) and referral names you have been given by 
your contacts. Participants should only call people they have permission to have a conversation 
with.

• Use the scripts provided to make calls

• Suggest a met-up to reconnect

• Update contact in Command by adding notes that reflect the outcome of your 
conversations. Do this for each contact you call.

• Add the contact to a Neighborhood Nurture in Command

• Call for 60 minutes and contact as many people as possible

TELL participants to turn to someone close to them. They will say the affirming message out loud 
to the other person before starting the real-play activity, “I always come from contribution. People 
will welcome my call.” 

TELL participants what time class will resume.  

After the 60-minute call time is over:

ASK participants to report out the results of their calls. You can ask the additional questions to 
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further progress the conversation. Ask: 

• What will you do differently tomorrow? 

• What do you need help with?

COACH participants on any appointments they set. Role model and role play scripts and 
dialogues for these appointments where appropriate.
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TIME: 30 minutes

DEMONSTRATE how to add contacts in Command.

• Review the following help article to see how to add a contact in Command: 
https://answers.kw.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015702154-Add-a-Contact

DEMONSTRATE how to add notes about the conversation to the contact in Command.

• Participants should add necessary notes regarding the conversations they just had.

INSTRUCT participants to write handwritten notes to 2-3 people to thank them for their time
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** This activity is optional.
TIME: 30 minutes

EXPLAIN that understanding and explaining the contract to clients is a vital part of closing a deal. 
Contracts are complicated and require you to be precise, so practicing with them a little every day sets 
you up for success for your first closing.

BRING copies of one of the contracts used by your Market Center

CHOOSE one of the suggested activities below to lead participants through using that contract. Don’t 
choose the same activity every day. 

CLOSE READING: 

ROLE MODEL how to closely read a contract by reading one section out loud. 

INSTRUCT participants to closely read a section of the contract on their own. and 

ASK each participant to share 3 aha’s, questions, or concerns. 

PRACTICE WRITING: 

CHOOSE a recently closed property and display or read the necessary closing conditions, 
address, etc. 

INSTRUCT participants to practice writing a contract for that property. 

COMPARE the participants’ contracts to the actual signed contract for that property. 

EXPLAIN CONTRACTS: 

DIVIDE participants into pairs. 

INSTRUCT participants to read a section of the contract. and 
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ASK participants to practice explaining that portion of the contract to their partner as if 
their partner was a client. 

ADDENDUM QUIZ: 

LIST potential situations that would require one or more addendums to the contract. 

GIVE a point to the first participant to guess the correct addendums. 

ANNOUNCE the person with the most points as the winner. 
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TIME: 5 minutes

DEMONSTRATE how to access the ? for help in Command

• Explain the options

• Keller Williams University (help articles and videos)

• Chat with support

• Post an idea (ideas.kw.com)

DEMONSTRATE how to access resources on the Tech Enabled Agent page on Connect

• Technology > Tech Enabled Agent > Get Training > select one of the training options 
listed 
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REMIND participants they can find a Daily 10/4 and Success List in the toolkit

REVIEW how to create a success list:

• Take 5 minutes to create a list of tasks they need to complete related to the Ignite 
session just attended. 

• After they have their list they will denote with an “X” if the item is a to do or a should do. 

• Then, participants will prioritize their should do’s by putting a number by each item (1 
being the most important)

ASK for any volunteers to share their first priority item off their list.
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ASK participants to complete the Ignite evaluation survey
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Please Complete the Ignite Survey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/8PDBF2T

Scan QR code to 
access survey

Or type in this link
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